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  Notice to the Public: - Wagners personnel will never call asking for money. If you receive a telephone call or other correspondence purporting to be from a Wagners firm member asking you to send money, please do not do so and call our office immediately at 902-425-7330.×
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									I can’t Thank Wagners Law firm enough for all they did for me there kindness and devotion is above more then I could have ever imagined they got me what I deserved I would recommend Wagners to anyone Thanks so much Lisa and associates.

									
										~ Gordon Stoddard									

								

							

													
								
																			
																			
																			
																			
																			
																	

								
									This firm helped me through a really challenging time. I can’t thank them enough for their advice and expertise.

									
										~ Brad Hooper									

								

							

													
								
																			
																			
																			
																			
																			
																	

								
									First and best call I made after my car accident. A huge thank you to Lisa, Beth, Nick, and the rest of the Wagners team! All were very kind, understanding, and kept me well informed.

									
										~ Stephanie Brown									

								

							

													
								
																			
																			
																			
																			
																			
																	

								
									Wagners walked me through every step and took the time to explain all the legal information to where I could understand. I would have and will recommend again in the future! Thank you for all that you have done and I am finally able to move forward from that chapter of my life!!!

									
										~ Bobby Campbell									

								

							

													
								
																			
																			
																			
																			
																			
																	

								
									They were caring, kind and really cared about me. They went above and beyond. I highly recommend them. Lisa was great. Thanks again for all your support and help.

									
										~ Kellie Williams									
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Tonia Hartnett
19:05 18 Mar 24

I could shout enough the wonders and honesty of Lisa Wagner and her firm.  My son was in a car accident 3 years ago.  She took his case on pro bono and managed to get him a substantial increase in his pay from long term disability. He now has a nice egg nest to fall back on.  They were prompt , courteous and so very kind to take this on.  You want honesty and hard work , look no further !  I can’t thank her enough !
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Josh Robinson
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Wagners has always taken care of all my needs!  Very friendly staff that definitely know what they're doing.  Best in class!
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Emma Kehoe
18:12 15 Mar 24

Professional, friendly and excellent staff. I always feel like I’m in good hands with Wagners Law.
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Breanne Campbell
17:29 12 Mar 24

Lisa Wagner is a skilled litigator, who brings empathy, kindness, and focus to each of her clients.
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Teresa Burns
15:55 12 Mar 24

An excellent group of professionals who go above and beyond for their clients. They truly care and I can’t say enough about my experience working with them.
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Lisa Kandingua
23:23 11 Mar 24

Very helpful!
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Michelle Richardson
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Wagners helped me immensely at a time when I needed it most, helping me navigate my injury claim. Always friendly and more than helpful made an unpleasant and overwhelming experience pretty much seamless on my end. All staff members I dealt with were more than helpful and empathetic to my case. I definitely recommend the Wagners team.C Richardson
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Tania bond-macneil
01:29 11 Mar 24

I personally,  cannot express the upmost respect and regard I have for Ray and his team. They have always kept our best interests at heart , and fought for my son as if he were their own! Ray, Lyndsay, Nick, Lauren( both) and Richard have become more like family through our journey together, and pleaded my sons case with a  passion like no other!They all were genuinely invested in my family as a whole, and always there for sound advice and guidance.My son's future has always been their main priority and it certainly showed !I speak very highly of Wagner's, and couldn't imagine going through our case with anyone else but Ray and his team. Highly recommend!
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Laura MacDonald
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The staff are extremely pleasant to deal with!! Highly knowledgeable, very professional and always have your best interest at heart! Well done!!
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Maria Wagner
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The team is always a pleasure to work with!
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MJ MacNeil
19:00 29 Feb 24

Lisa and her team were great to work with.
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Kathryn London-Penny
14:51 29 Feb 24

This is an excellent place to get any assistance that you require. The people that work there are friendly and knowledgeable.  They have an excellent reputation, and I would highly recommend them
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syed Nomii
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Thank you so muchTEAM  Loreatha Boehner :) ! professional and talented team !very positive and very knowledgeablehighly recommend
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Halifax Driving School HDS
16:02 28 Feb 24

Loreatha Boehner & All Teamvery professional team specially Loreatha Boehner !thank you so much for your support and dedication, awesome people great service!HIGHLY RECOMMEND
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M. Panopalis
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10/10 would recommend! Having sustained a serious injury three years ago, I was at my lowest of lows. The pain and limitations I experienced affected me not only physically but mentally and emotionally. Wagners proved to have the knowledge, patience, and kindness necessary in guiding me through the injury claim process and communicating with the insurance company on my behalf. I’m extremely grateful to everyone at Wagners, especially Loreatha, for helping me get through the toughest years of my life.
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Jeehye Choi
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I‘ve had a car accident and my lawyer Loreatha helped me to solve the problem. There is nothing more important than having 100% trust in your lawyer and that is exactly what I found in Wagner law firm. I had few issues and they helped me solve them out without having to worry about the whole procedure as they are knowledgeable and always responsive. If you are seeking legal help I highly recommend them.
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Dayne 2 pizzaria Avery
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Would give 100 stars if i could.Amazing customer service!!! Felt completely taken care of from the beginning to end of my business with them. Would highly recommend to anyone wanting to feel like they are in the absolute best hands!!!
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Amanda Misner
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They are knowledgeable and helpful
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MARILYN HODDER
17:59 27 Feb 24

Excellent customer service, great communication, and very reliable.  The staff are all amazing!
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Kelsy E
17:30 27 Feb 24

I highly recommend Wagners. Extremely professional, prompt and great communication.
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Celeste Miller
15:40 27 Feb 24

Wonderful staff and amazing customer service. I really appreciated the responses in a timely manner. I enjoyed speaking with Courtney and the rest of the team!! I would highly recommend Wagners to anyone looking for exceptional service. The level of care and compassion provided was too notch.
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Kristi Howard
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Professional, knowledgeable & compassionate. They go above & beyond for their clients!
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rebecca dawson
22:07 26 Feb 24

Extremely professional, knowledgeable and friendly staff! Amber is the best!!
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Gurjant Singh
19:52 26 Feb 24

Really quick and excellent serviceProvides notary services
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Mohammed Sohab
15:54 26 Feb 24

Amazing people! They notarized my documents for free and were really kind throughout the process! They should be your go to for any personal injury/law related queries.
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Great staff. Reliable and experts in their industry.
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Amazing team - happy they were able to help!
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I highly recommend Wagners Law Firm if anyone needs legal help. Lisa Wagner and her team are working on my case; Lisa is excellent and professional. She understood what I was going through and made my life easier at this difficult time. Any questions I asked Lisa, she responded quickly and explained everything you requested. She always considered her clients' best interests first; I appreciated all the help and support from Lisa and her team.
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It was my pleasure working with such a professional team.Great communication, constant reports and fabulous result!
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Mukit Mohammed
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Amazing service. Helped me to notarize a letter for free and really quickly. I’m
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Treasure Ross
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Friendly and professional staff. I appreciated the quick return of my phone calls.
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Adrienne Mitchell
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Wagners goes above and beyond to give back to the community.  Highly recommend their services.
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Carley Macdonald
17:07 03 Feb 24

A very professional and caring staff that works hard for their clients rights! I highly recommend Wagners
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Professional staff, offering sound legal advice. Highly recommended!
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Diana Tse
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Friendly and responsive staff!
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Hilary Dustin Duggan Parsons
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Extremely professional, knowledgeable and friendly staff!
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Very friendly and accommodating staff. Wonderful experience!
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I would recommend this firm to anyone. So professional and knowledgeable in every aspect of their firm.
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Ruben Machado
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I had a fantastic experience with this law firm. Their professionalism was evident, and they provided excellent assistance with my inquiries. Highly recommend their services.
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Website contains very informative information
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I had a wonderful experience with Wagners Law Firm! They were very professional! Ray and his associates helped me get the proper compensation for my son. I highly recommend! 10/10
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Lynne Ann Fraser
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I cant say enough wonderful things about Nick and Erin, and the Wagner team. I was shown so much compassion during the worst time of my life. I was kept up to date with everything that was going on. Thank you so much to the Wagner team, and Nick Cooper and Erin Brown for all your patience and kindness you've all shown me.
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Very professional and Compassionate firm that gets results
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Lisa Hodder
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We had a great experience dealing with Wagners. Very knowledgable and great client services!From the time you reach out, all the staff is very friendly and happy to help you. I highly recommend them.
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I have heard nothing but good things about the Wagner’s team, ranging from their expertise to their dedication to each client.
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